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We shall consider a formally self-adjoint positive linear partial differential 
operator P = P(x, 0) = Clrul+ a,(~) Dzd of some class of hypoelliptic 
operators (defined in Section 1) in a domain Q in I?,“, of which boundary 
has the cone property (see [2, p. 4]), where the complex valued coefficients 
a,(x) of P are supposed to be in B(Q) in the notation of L. Schwarz and 
Dra = (4 a/&~,~ ..* (-;a/&,p*, for a multi-index 01 = (Ed ,..., ol,) with 
its length 1 01 ( = C’T=, olj . For [ E Rn we denote 
I !c I = (&;” + -.* + tT‘2)1’e, <o = 1 +IEl and p = e .-* 6.2. 
For the symbol P(x, 0 = Clal+ a,(x) p of P(x, D) we set 
P&x, [) = (iD,)‘D OP(x c$). x > 
Let p = P(x, D) be a self-adjoint realization of P in 0(Q) with the domain 
C,,$Q) and p = S t dE, be its spectral resolution where Et is the orthogonal 
projection in L”(Q) and e(x, y, t) be its spectral function: 
Ed4 = j e@, Y, t) f(4 dy for fEL2(Q). 
Our purpose is to study the asymptotic behavior of e(x, y, t) as t + +co. 
Up to the present, for hypoelliptic operators with constant coefficients, studies 
on asymptotic behavior of their spectral functions have been done by Nilsson 
[13], Gorkkov [7] and Friberg [5]. F or case of operators with variable 
coefficients Nilsson extended his results to the case of formally hypoelliptic 
operators in [14]. Smagin [16] announced a result on a estimate of asymptotic 
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distribution of eigenvalues for some class of hypoelliptic operators in R” for 
which a complex power can be defined and which contains operators 
with polynomial coefficients. As shown in our previous papers [18, 191 a 
class treated in this paper contains operators of which strength (in the sense 
of HBrmander [S]) may change (but not too fast): that is not formally hypo- 
elliptic. And Smagin treated operators with impartial weight in estimates for 
derivatives of symbol of operator in x and 5, while our class allows operators 
with different weight in x and [, (see Section 1 (1, 1) and (1, 1)‘). 
In Section 1 we shall give the definition of a class of hypoellitic operators 
and state theorems. In Section 2 a parametrix of P - h will be constructed. 
In Section 3 an estimation of the difference between a resolvent kernel and 
the parametrix of P - h and the proof of Theorem 1.2 will be given. In 
Section 4 we shall estimate the difference between the resolvent kernels of the 
operator and its contact operator and give proofs of Theorem 1.3 and 1.4, 
where the result of Nilsson [13] for operators with constant coefficients plays 
an important role. 
We remark that we consider abstract self-adjoint realization of P in L”-(G) 
with no specific mention of boundary data and describing data is not an easy 
task for nonehiptic hypoelliptic operators, (see 111, 15, and 171). 
The author wish to express his gratitude to Professor Y. Kannai for his 
suggestions given to an earlier version of this paper, which have much im- 
proved this work. 
I. iz CLASS OF HYPOELLIPTIC OPERATORS, THEOREMS 
LEMMA 1.1. Let P(x,D) b e f ormally self-adjoint: that is (P(x, D) u, v) = 
(u, P(x, D)v) for u and ZI E C,,““(Q) where (u, v) = JR uv dx. Then P is written 
in the form P(x, 0) = p,(x, D) + pl(x, II), where p,(x, E) = Re P(x, t), 
P,(.v, 0 = c p:;p, E)/2a! 
aio 
mzd - means the complex conjugate. 
Proof. From the formal self-adjointness of P it follows that 
P(x, D) = (P(x, 0) + P”(x, 0))/2 = (P(x, 0) + Pfx, D))j2 
+ c p;gx> w2& 
W+O 
where P* denotes the formal adjoint of P. Setting the first and second term 
of the right-end side of the above equality as po(x, D) and pX(x, D), respec- 
tively, the lemma is obtained. 
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Here we impose on p, = p,(x, 0) and p, = p&x, D) the following 
assumptions: 
For any x E Q and 01 and fi there exist positive constants C3c,a,B, and A, 
such that 
I P$h OI < G,or,p I PO@, 5)11-p’or’+6’8’, V-1) 
j p&x, [)I < c3c,oL,B 1 p,(x, ~)11-p(‘a’f1)+6(‘e’+l), (1.1)’ 
for ( f 1 > A, , where p and S are some constants depending only on P(x, e) 
and satisfying 0 < S < p ,< l/m, m = the order of P, and 
p,(x, () 3 C, j [ (02’ 0 < m’ < m, for I 5 I 3 .A, w4 
m’ > n. (1.3) 
Moreover Cz,a,s and A, are bounded and C, is bounded from below 
remaining positive when x is in a compact subset of Q. In the case of D = R” 
when pO(x, 6) is real and satisfies (1.1) and (1.2), we can choose a symbol 
pr(x, f) of a pseudodifferential (not necessarily differential operator) satisfying 
(1.1)’ such that P(a, 0) = 9,(x, D) + p,(x, 0) is formally self-adjoint and 
bounded from below. We easily show that (1.3) can be removed by taking a 
power of P, (see Remark in $4). 
We proved the following theorem in [18], [19], but we shall give an alterna- 
tive proof in the later part of the section. 
THEOREM 1.2. Every dzgerential operator P(x, 0) satisfying (1 . l)-( 1.2) 
is hypoelliptic in Q. 
The resolvent (P - A)-r of P for h q! R, = {A : h E Rl, h > 0) is definable 
as a bounded operator in P(Q) by Theorem 12.7 of [I] p. 184. 
THEOREM 1.3. Under the assumptions (l.l)-(1.3) R, = (P - h)-l has an 
integral kernel G,,(x, y) of continuous CaFlemaB type (cf. [2 p. 51): that is 
W = j-,, G(x, y> f b> dy, for f (4 EL2(Qn), 
such that theve aregi(x, y, h) j = 0, 1, 2,... with the asymptotic estimate 
1 G,(x, y) - 2 g&r, y, X)1 < C(-A)-(-, A--+--co (1.4) 
j=O 
uniformly for j x - y I( > d and (x, y) E K x K, K CC Q, where 
s(a, k) = a(p - S)@ + 1) + max@, 4 - S)(k + l>l, 
go@, x, 4 = P)-” JRn (P,@, 0 - 4-l df (1.5) 
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and the estimates 
1 g&, y, f)j < q-h)-+- w-3 
Aold for my a such that 0 < a g 1 - n/9n’. 
The symbol P(xs, E) of the contact operator P(xO, D) of I’(%, D) at x0 
satisfiesalso(l.l)-(1.3)( L see emma 4.1) and hence is hypoelliptic by Theorem 
1.1. As for the spectral function eO(z, y, t) of F(xO, @(a self-adjoint realization 
of Pfxs, L))) Nilsson obtained the forgoing result: 
THEORBM (Nilsson [ll, Theorem 1, p. 5301). Tlzere are positiw constants 
c, C and b and a Tzon-negative integer Y such that 
and 
(d/dtj eO(x, x, t) = O(1) P-l(log ;t)r t---f + CO. We 
and 
e(x, y, t) = o(l) for x + y, t + + 00, (1.9) 
C-%b(log t>’ < e(z, s, t) < CP(Iog t)r, for t > c, (1.10) 
where b mad r are a positive Pzumber and a non-negative integclv, respective@x 
decided in Theorem of Nitsson for the contact operator at 9 = x. 
Remark on the assumption (*) in Theorem 1.4. 
(a) Elliptic case (of order m). We can take b =-J qim, m’ = m, p = 1,/m, 
8 = 0 and thus (*) is none other than (1.3). 
(b) Semi-elliptic case (of order (m, , 9~s ,.*., 99~~)). We shall begin to 
illustrate restriction by examples. For P(t) = fI* + ts6> b = 2 + + = 
&, m’ = 4, p = Q, 6 = 0, which hold the equality in (*). For P(f) = 
&* + (2, b == 8, 992’ = 4, p = $, 6 = 0. Hence this case does not satisfy (*). 
However we wish to add that we can overcome this defkiency by replacing 
I E I”’ . mf1.2) with Cy=, ] fj I”#, which works as well as 1 E j’ll’ in the proof of 
Lem. 2.4 where (1.2) is used essentially. This replacement causes the same as 
the case (a): (*) is just the inequality C,“=r 1 /mi < 1. 
(c) For a typical nonelliptic hypoehiptic example 
p& 8) = I x IS” J 5 p + I %f p + 1 
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(,u, Y, (T: integers such that v > p > u > ~12 > 0) which satisfies (1.1) 
and (1.2) for ln’ = 20, p = 1/2,~ and 6 = 1/2v, (see [19, p. 29]), we can write 
down (*) as n/2a > n/2a - (1 - n/20) . (1/2~ - 1/2v) for x = 0 (b = n/20), 
which is non other than (1.3), and n/2,u > n/2a - (1 - n/2a)(l/2p - 1/2v) 
for x # 0 (b = n/2~), which is always valid for u > 1, (no restriction). 
We shall devote the remaining part of this section to prove Theorem 1.1. 
The following lemma is a slightly modification of Theorem 4.2, p. 164 of 
[lo] and is proved also by a copy of the proof of the theorem. 
LEMMA 1.5. Let P(x, D) b e a d@ererential operator such that there are 
positive constants Cz a e , C,’ and C, with the same property on their boundedness 
as stated in (l.l)-(1.2) and 
for large / f 1 hold where 0 < 6 < p, m’ > 0 and mb < 1. Then P(x, D) is 
hypoelliptic in Q. 
Proof. (1) We shall show that there are sequences of operators Eke and 
Rk continuous from C,,m(G) to Cm(G) such that 
P(x, D) EkO = I + R, , k = 0, 1, 2,... where Iis the identity and (1.13) 
I .&1(x, 0 < G&34(x, K”‘a’+*‘4’/l P(x, t)I, (1.14) 
I R%(x, 411 d ,p&0l&6181, (1.15) 
for large 1 t 1 and the operators EkO and R, are defined by the formula 
for EkO(x, ,$) and R,(x, 5) in place of Q(x, t) and G(f) denotes the Fourier 
transform of u E Com(SZ) and x * f = Cj”=, x& . Let e(x, f) = CjTo e&x, 5) 
be defined to be 
P(x, 63 eo(x, S> = 1, 
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for large 1 E j : that is C, P(~)(x, E) e(,)(x, .$)/a! is asymptotically equal to 1. 
After extending e,,(x, e) = P(x, 5)-l on REn as C”-function we obtain 
by differentiating (1.17) and using (1.11) inductively. Let Iz,(x, E) be defined 
for S(x, 8) = P(x, 5) ~(3, 5) inductively by 
&+1(x, Ej = 1 p(qh*, 5&,(x, t) hj(X, &,,/a!. 
a+0 
Hence easily we have 
1 &(x, ,$)I < Cq(x, ‘p--6)--B’ai+S’R’. (1.20) 
By Theorem 2.7, p. 146 of [lo] Cj hj(x, 5) d e fi nes a pseudodifferential opera- 
tor H with some symbol h(x, f)(asymptotically equal to x:j &(x, tjj from 
(1.20) and has 1 h#(x, f)\ < C~(X, &~l~i+~lal and 
G, 5) + 2 P(% E)(e,(x, 8) h(x, E))d~! = 1 
a#0 
cancelling each other except Iz,(x, f). Therefore E,” and R, can be defined 
by the symbol Cpo eo(x, 5) hj(x, E) and 
1 Wx, 0 e,&, C3(h(x, 5) - 5 hj(x, t>)P 
w. j&J 
in (1.16), respectively, and we denote these symbols as &O(X,, E) and R,(x, f). 
(2) As .7X,&Q = Jo V(X) &O(X, E) eiz.b dx (v = V(X) E Cam(Q)) have an 
estimate 1 E&t)\ < C / f I- Nu-~“)-~ from (1.13) and (1.19) on the support 
of a(x), .7&O is extendable to a continuous map from 8’ to 5%” by the formula 
(Ek”u, w> = J-E&, 5) 6(f) df. 
(3) Estimating (X - y>” Eko(x, y) in use of (1.19) where Eko(x, y) is the 
distribution kernel (cf. Theorem 2.2, p. 140 of [IO]) of Eke, we can easily 
show that Eko(x, y) is Cm(Q x a) off the diagonal: x # y. On the other hand 
R, raises the number of derivatives as much as we please for large k from 
(1.20). Hence by the same argument in p. 164 of [lo] we easily show that the 
adjoint tP(x, 0) of P(x, D) with respect to the coupling in the sense of distri- 
bution satisfies also (1.12) and (1.13), we can construct the ET for “P(x, 13) as 
the above. Then Er is the left parametrix of P(x, D) and hence P(x, D) is 
hypoelliptic in Q by the same argument in p. 164 of [lo]. 
We obtain Theorem 1.1 by taking 4(x, 0 = p,(~, f) and ) < S < 11%~. 
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2. CONSTRUCTION OF PARAMRTRIX OF P(x, B) - h(h E R-). 
Let be p, = p&c, f) = p&c, t) - A, and qk = qr(x, & A), k = 0, 1, 2 ,... 9 
be defined successively in the following: 
% = UP* (2.1) 
Qk: = -(l/PA) 
( 
PlS?+-1 + c fyr> qzh4 
1 
for I f I B 4, (2.2) 
1,1;+z;“: 
where we use the shortened notations P and p, (p,) for the symbols P(x, f) 
and pl@, f)(p&, t)), respectively. 
LEMMA 2.1. Under (1.2) qk: , k = 1, 2,..., have the following form: 
where the summation C moves over the number A + M + N -j- K of factors 
f rorn. 2 to 2k + 1 01 j + ) /3 1 and 01, 8, 01, , p, ,..., a,” and /3, are multi-indices 
satisfying 1 01 1 > 0, 1 oip‘ I > 0, I a:’ I > 0, I 4 I 3 0, I a, I > 0, I Py’ I > 0 
and I p,” I > 0, and LX: = c$’ = 0 if LX := /I = 0, where @ices move 1 < L < 
A, 1 < p ,( M, 1 < v < N and 1 < K < K. Furthermore these indices 
satisfy 
Proof. (1) First we shall prove for (II = p = 0 by induction. For k = 1 
from (2.2) we have 
41 = -WPJ h/PA + i (P’~‘/P3(PocdPn) 
j=l 
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where I’(f) = %‘/a& and p,o) = --+3&8x,. From this we see that (2.4) 
is satisfied by LX: = 0 and K = 1 in the first term and by 
cx -= p’ = (0, , 0, lj, 0, , 0) 
and K = 0 in the second term on the right hand side. Assuming that (2.4) 
is already proved up to K - 1 we have for the first term in the parentheses 
of (2.2) 
Remarking that A’ + M’ = K - I, /3kC+I = 0, 
and the number of factors being 2(k - 1) + 1 = 2k - 1 = 2k. This term 
satisfies (2.4). In the second term in the parentheses of (2.2) when we apply 
D;# with its length 1 y 1 = 1 to qz , either only on suffix y of the numerator 
of a factor &)/PA adds in each term. Therefore for general y either suffices 
y’ of the numerators of factors add or factors of the type p*~~~~~~~ adds in each 
term when y = y’ + y”* Hence in the term P(y)q,(,,) both the sums of suffices 
and superfices of numerators of factors increase the same y, from which the 
first one of (2.4) keeps the equality. For the second one of c2.4) we have 
and similarly the third one of (2.4) is obtained. The increase of the number of 
factors in each term is between 0 and / y 1 -t 1 which add to 21-t 1. Thus we 
have21+/y~+1=2E+k-Z+l=~+k++=(k-~I)-j-k+I=2k. 
This obtained for s = /3 = 0. 
(2) When we operate (B$ with j OL j = 1 (DEB with / /3 j = 1) either 
a super& (suffix) of numerators of a factor increases just c&3> or a factor of 
the type pr)/pA ( ~O(c&A) adds. Thus the sum of super&es (suffices) increases 
c&3) which shows that (2.4) is valid. The number of factors of each term 
increases between 0 and 1 a: 1 + i/3 j by repeating the above argument. 
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LEMMA 2.2. lhde~ (1.2) we have for any x E G 
I Po(% 01 G I Po(T 5) - h I < 1 I Po(X, 5)l - h I d 3 I PO(X> 0 - h I 
for h < -2m(x), m(x) = sup~~~s~, I p&q 5)1 and t E R”. 
Proof. As p, > 0 for I t 1 > A, we may consider for I E j < A,. Thus 
I~,I~~~N2(~~~lIo--X~~l~oI--lI3~~~~~3l~o--X 
holds for X < -2m(x). Remark that boundedness of A = sup,,k A, implies 
boundedness of M = supzEK m(x) for K C C G), (:K is a compact subset of ~‘2). 
LEMMA 2.3. For any a of 0 < a < 1 we have 
p,l < 6(--x)-Y1 Po@, E)I + 1)-l+‘, for X < Z(x) = min(--29$x), -1). 
Proof. By applying ~~yl-~ < x + y, (x > 0, y > 0, 0 < a < 1) for 
x=--handy==l$,,l+I wehave 
(-4% PO I + 1P < (I PO I + 1 - 4 < 20 PO I - 4. 
From Lemma 2.2. 
1 d 3(-WY1 P, I + 1)“-‘(I P, I - 4 < 6(--h)-“(I P, I + 1Y . (I P, I - 4 
is obtained, from which Lemma is derived by deviding with p,, . 
Remark. In order the factor (1 p, I + 1),-l to be integrable over Rcn a is 
allowed to move the interval 0 < a < 1 - n/m’ from (1.2) and (1.3). While 
for the case of p, being elliptic of order m a can be taken in 0 < a < 1 - n/m. 
qj(j = 0, 1, 2,...) de&e distribution Qju for u E C,“(G) by (1.16) for 
h < -2m(x). The distribution kernel of Qj is defined by 
Qj(x, y, h) = (2Tr)-” jRn &(X, 6, A) ei(‘-*).’ dt. 
LEMMA 2.4. Assume (l.l)-(1.2). 
(1) Foyi > (l/b - SNn/(l - > a m’ - l}, 0 < a ,( 1 - n/m’, we have 
Qj(x, y, A) E C(L? x Q) and I Q$(x, y, A)] < C(-X)-a((~-s)j+l} for h < Z(x), 
un$o~mZy on (x, y) E K X K: KC C D. 
(2) For I x - y I(-X)ud > d > 0 we have Qj(x, y, A) E Cm(L? x il) 
andfor any K > 0 I D~‘D~~Qj(x,y, A)/ < C(-X)-a((p-S)K+l-Sjy’l} for h < Z(x), 
uniformly on (x, y) E K x K: KC C ll,. 
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Proof. (1) From (l.l)-(1.2) and Lemma 2.2 we derive 
1 Pi&p,, 1 < c 1 p, [1--p’a’-~8’p’/I p, i < c ! p, Il--P’a’fais’/j p, j 
< c 1 p,+ (--B’E’+a’R’, 
and the same estimate for p&/ph and further 
, p$td/pA , < (y [ *, \ ,-dl&)+s(lRl+l) , for X < -22nz(x). 
Applying them to (2.3) we have 
j qj 1 < c j p, l+-@j+r), for X < -24x). 
Applying further (1.2) and Lemma 2.3 it holds that from (2.5) 
\ qj I < q-4- a[(o--6)j-U) ~\-(~-Q){(P-B)~+I}~~' (/ , for h < I(X). 
Choosing j as in the statement of the lemma qj becomes to be integrable on 
Rtn, from which Q?(x, y, h) E C(Q, x a,). 
(2) By (1.2), Lemma 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 we have 





As (1 x - y I(-X)a“>+I < d-M(4)- n(~-s)lyl from / x - y I(--Xpa > d > 0 
the first factor (-h)-a~(~-~)j*l-t~IY(-slvll} in the estimate of ZIJ’,‘D;“Q~(X, y, X) is 
estimated by (-h)-~~(~“-6)K-Slyll+1} for any K = j + 1 y I. Hence for any 
j = 0, I> 2,..., any y’ and y’ there exists y such that the exponent of <[> 
is smaller than --n, which leads to the second assertion. 
Let Fk be the distribution defined by the symbol fF: = xf=, qj(x, 4, A) in 
(1.16) for zl E COW(Q), and Fk(x, y, X) be the distribution kernel ofFrc . 
We define the distribution E, of which kernel is a truncation of Fk(x, y, A): 
where 
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LEMMA 2.5. dssume (1.1)-(1.3). l’hen we have (P(x, D) - h) EI, = 
8(x - y) + H& , and for the kernel ljk(x,y, A) of Hk 
( HJx, y, A)/ < C(-X)--n(~--G’(g+l’ 
~nifo~nzly on K x K: KC C Q, where Hk raises number of derivatives as much 
as we wish for large k and ( H,(x, y, A)( < C(-A)-r for any K >, 0 at x # y. 
Proof. Let Jk be the distribution defined by the symbol 
Jk = P14k + c W7&)/~! 
‘%?” \ 
in (1.16). Then from (2.1) and (2.2) (P(x, 0) - h) I;;, = 6(x - y) - Jk holds. 
And we have ) pIqk: ( < C Ip, I-(0-6)(k+1) from (2.5) and Cj+lbl,r,j<Jz 1 P(“‘qj(,) I< 
< c / p, p-6’(k+l’ fr om Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 2.2. Therefore we have 
1 J(& ,$, A)( -(, q-)o-ah-G’W~1’(( p, [ + l)-(l-a’b-s’W+l’ (2.6) 
by Lemma 2.3. The differentiability of the kernel Jlc(x, y, h) of Jk is derived 
from a similar argument as the proof of (2) of Lemma 2.4. Hence in 
(P(x, 0) - 4 &(x, Y, 4 
= 6(x - Y) - vo(l x - y I (-4”“) X(x, Y> 4 
+ C (-A)““(Do*~o(x))(I x - y ( (-A>““) P(=‘(x, 0) F&, y, X)/a! 
*;f-0 
the second term of the right-hand side has the same estimate as (2.6) and the 
third term is estimated by any negative power of (--h) from (2) of Lemma 2.4. 
Also we remark that the second term vanishes when x # y and h < -C for 
some large positive C. The sum of these two terms defines Hk(x, y, A). 
As in the proof of Lemma 1.5 we can construct E,’ and H,’ for the adjoint 
tP(x, 0) of P(x, D)(that is P(x, 0)) such that 
(“P(y, II,) - h) E,’ = S(x - y) + H,’ 
where EkE,’ and H,’ have analogue properties as Ek and He of which kernels 
are Ek’(x, y, ;\) and Hk’(x, y, h), respectively, from the reason that *P(x, 0) 
satisfies also (1. I)-(1 3). 
3. DIFFERENCE BETWEEN PAR~METRIX AND GREEN KERNEL OF P(x, D) - h 
First we shall study a boundedness in Sobolev space of the parametric 
obtained in Lemma 1.5. 
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EEMMA 3.1. Rwnze (l.l)-(1.3), and let EC and RrC’ be tile operators in 
Lemma 1.5 such that Er P(x, 0) = I - Rgl having (1.14) and (1.15). Then 
e is bounded as an operator from H$w(L?) to N~ms(i2) and for ary 
E R,’ is bodied from HP(Q) to Hi by t&&g k ~c~e~t~ hge. 
Proof. (1) Let a(x, t) be a function in C”j(Q x Rn) such that 1 a(x, f)i < 
C(&“, and du for u E C,,m(Q) be defined by a(x, E) in (1.16). We shall show 
II Au ll?t < c II u p: that is // 9 Au llS--t < C jj vu /IS, for any v E COG(Q). 
From this and the proof of Lemma 1.5 we may assume (**) supp, a@, 5) 
(support in x) is compact and supp, a@, f) _C (5: j 5‘ j 2 11. The operator il 
is defined by the symbol R = k(e) = (1 + [ E jz)ljz in (1.16). As we can 
define Lz(v, 5) = s a(x, f’) e-““‘q dx by (**) we have 
and set b(y, E) = 6s = k(~~>““d(f - 7, f) k(f)-s. From (**) and 
Pafey-Wiener theorem we have \ &(v - 4, [)I < C&T - 5)-N . k(S)” for any 
-&T and from Peetre’s inequality k(t)’ < 2rK(5 - 3)’ K(?,)‘. Therefore 
1 b(v, 5)\ < CNk(~ - @-t-N holds from which 
are obtained. Hence we have 
By setting u1 = A-$ u we have Ij JI~-~Azc’ 11 < C/j ku’ 11: that is 
!I AJ IL-t G c II u’ IIS .
This is what we wish to prove in consideration of (**>. 
(2) J$(x, E) and %‘(x, ~3 are estimated by C(&+ and 
C{~)-m’(d2(L+3.f 
respectively, from (1.2), (1.14) and (1.15). Therefore applying these symbols 
for a@, 5) of (1) the lemma is obtained. 
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Self-adjointness and positivity of p(x, D) include that the range of 
P(x,D)--X(h < -1) 
is L2(Q) and a(x, D) - X is one to one from its domain to its range. 
LEM~ 3.2 (Agmon-Kannai [2, p. 5, Theorem 2.1. bis]) Let T be a bounded 
operator in L2(52) such that the range of T and its adjoint T* are contained in 
HP(Q) for solve s > dim Q = n, where Q is an open set posses&g the cone 
property. Then there exists a function K(x, y) in C(Q x Q) such that 
Tf= @w)f(~bti f EL2(Q), 
K(x, .), K(*, y) ELM for x and y fixed respectively i.e., kernel of Carleman 
type, and for QO C C 52, 
1 K(X, y)I < C(ll T Ils + II T” IlsY II Tll;-9 
in L2(QO) and (x, y) E QO x QO hold. 
LEMMA 3.3 Assume (l.l)-(1.3). TI aen the range of the bounded operator 
GA = (I-@, D) - h)-l(A < -1) is contained in H,?:?(Q) and hence Gn has 
a kernel of Carleman type described in Lemma 3.2. 
Proof. Let be (p - A)u = f, f and u ~L2(52). Then we have l% = 
f + AU = g E L2(Q), and applying Lemma 1.5 and 3.1 Epl% = (1 - R~)u = 
Eo,‘g from which u = pig + Rk,‘u E Hy,,,(Q). By (1.3) and Lemma 3.2 a 
kernel Gn(x, y) of GA exists. 
LEMMA 3.4 Assume (1 .l)-( 1.3). Then zue have 
I G,@, y) - -f&(x, y, 81 < C(-Wk~“), for A < Z(x) 
uniform& on K x K: KC C Q and also is estimated by C(-h)-k for any K 
off the diagonal: x f y. 
Proof. Let be I? = Sz, C CQ2 C C 9, ($ = the interior of K). From 
Lemma 2.5 and the subsequent remark, if we take supp v,, to be sufficiently 
small, we have (p - A) Ek = I + Hk, E,‘(p - X) = I -/- H,’ and E, , 
Ek’, Hk and Hk’ define maps from C,““(QJ to C,W(Q2). On the other hand the 
Green’s operator GA treated in Lemma 3.3 has the property (P - A) GA = 
G,(P” - A) = I in L”(Q). Hence we have 
Ek: = G,(p” - X) Erc = G,(l + H/J = GA f G,,H, 




G, - Ek = -GhHk = -(E,’ - H,‘G,) Hk = H;GAHF; - E;H, = I + PI. 
In z&x1) = Js H,(x, , y, A) u(y) dy for x1 E QS , y E Q, ) u E Com(Q, it 
holds that x E Q, leads to z2 E Q, and hence we have 
From Lemma 2.5, theL”-boundedness of G, and Lemma 3.1 we have 
and similarly / II / < C(-X)-a(-h)-a(~G)(h+l). 
This proves the lemma. 
Proof of Theorem 1.3. We define 
gj(X, J’f A) = (27T)-” J RCn ~~(1 x - 3’ 1 (-Apa) q&c, 6, A) ei(x--s).s d(, 
and then we have E&v, y, A) = CFz,,gj(x, y, A). Therefore by applying 
Lemma 3.4 we obtain Theorem. 
4. DIFFERENCE BETWEEN RESOLVENT KERNELS OF OPERATOR 
AND ITS CONTACT OPERATOR 
LEMMA 4.1. The symbol P(x”, E) of the contact operator P(xO, 01 of 
P(x, D) at x = x0 satisfies also (1 .l)-(1.2). 
Proof. 
I 4%aPo(xo, Eli 
I 
I Q”Po(~, 01 < c I Po(X07 a--p’ol’ > for j3 = 0, 
G 
! 
i ~~“~x5po(x, t)l Izzzo < C 1(%(x, t-)Izs,O il+i+SiBI 
< C 1 po(xO, QpMS-W, for P # 0, 
and pl(xO, [) hold (1.1) similarly. It is evident that they have (1.2). 
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Let qjo = qio(x, 5, X): j = 0, 1, 2 ,..., be defined by (2.1) and (2.2) for 
P(xa, S) instead of P(s, 5) there. And Qjo(x, y, h), EF(x, y, h) and Hlco(x, y, A) 
which are defined through qio denote the corresponding kernels to Qj(x, y, A), 
I&.(x, y, X) and Hk(x, y, X) defined through qj . 
LEMMA 4.2. Qj’(x, y, A) has the same conclusion as Qj(x, y, A) stated in 
Lemma 2.4 and EE’(x, y, A) and Hko(x, y, A) have those as in Lemma 2.5. 
Proof. As Pps)(x”, t) = 0 for /3 = 0 we have &’ = -p,(xO, t)/( pl(xo, 
[)‘))j+l from Lemma 2.1 and hence ( qjo 1 < C j ?A0 jl-(~-~)j holds where 
p,,s = p,‘J - X. As this estimate corresponds to (2.5) for qj , we can derive 
the corresponding results to Lem. 2.4 and 2.5 by similar fashion. Let Gho(x, y) 
be the kernel of the Green’s operator of p(xO, 0) - h. The following lemma 
corresponds to Lemma 3.4. 
LEMMA 4.3. Assume (l.l)-(1.3). Then there exist a positive number b and 
a non-negative integer 1’ szcch that 
1 GA”@, y) - g”(x, y, A)1 < C(-X)b-1(log(-h))r(-h)-a(p-6) 
for h < 1(x0) and 0 < a < 1 - n/m’. Remark that 
Eo (x0, fi, 4 = E. ( 00 x0, x0, A) = (2+” IRfn (%(x0, 5) - X)-l dl. 
Proof. Fron the similar one to (3.1) for k = 0 we have Gno - Ei” = 
GnoHoo, of which kernel is (GnoHoo)(x, y) = SDS Gno(x, z) Hoo(x, y) dx, where 
we may understand Ho0 maps from C,“(Q,) to Co”(&): Q, C C Qa C C Q. 
Hence I(G”Hoo)(x, y)I < mea@J supKxQ2 I Go@, 41 SUPQ,~K I fJo”(x, 41 
holds. Here we shall remark that b < n/m’ (< l), because 
from Theorem of Nilsson and (1.2). And Lemma 1 of Nilsson [13, p. 5291 and 
its subsequent remark assert that 
Gno(x, y) = Jbm (p - hj-1 deO(.lc, y, P). (4-l) 
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Integrating (4.1) by part and using the above remark we obtain G,O(.&‘, x0) = 
O(l)(-A)“-‘(log(-X))F f or ---A sufficiently large. Furthermore from 
e”(x, y, t) = O(l)(t ---f +oO) for x + y, G,,O(x, y) 
has the same estimate as GAo(xo, x0). Therefore by using Lemma 4.2 we have 
;(G,~H,O)(x, y)\ < c(-h)b-l(log(-h))‘(-,\!-“‘“-“‘, for --A 
being large enough, from which Lemma follows. Remark that the estimate is 
uniform (x, y) E K X K: K C C 52. 
Lmnu 4.4. Assume (1 .l)-(1.3) and that the number b &Lemma 4.3 satisfies 
(*) in the statement of Theorem 1.4. Tlzen there exists a positive constant 
c(c < a(p - 6)) such that 
j G,+O(xO, x0) - G&O, x?)[ < C(--h)-c( -A)6-1(Iog(-X))r (4.2) 
for X < 1(x0) and b and r are the same numbers as inLemma 4.3. 
Proof. Combining / GA(xo, x0) - Eo(xo, x0, A)1 < C(-h)--a(l+(@)) (ob- 
tained from Lemma 3.4) with the estimate in Lemma 4.3 we have 
/ G,~(xO, ~0) - Gho(xo, ~O)i ~ C(-h)-a’l+‘~-~” f (-h)b-l--a(p--Sj . (log(--A))‘, 
for (--A) large enough. 
From 0 < n < 1 - n/m’ and 0 < b < n/m’ we derive b - 1 < --a and 
hence / Gn(xo, x0) - GAo(3co, x0)1 < C(-h)--a(1f(D--6)) for (-A) large enough. 
By the assumption (*) on b we have -a(1 + (p - Sj) < b - 1, from which 
for some constant c > 0 
[ G&c”, x0) - G,O(S’, A!‘)\ < C(--h)-c(--A)+l(log(-h))+, for A < I(xO), 
by choosing a constant C suitably. The lemma is obtained. 
Here we shall reconhrm the existence of the spectral functions F(A?, D) 
and P(x, D). 
LEMMA 4.5. Under (1. I)-( 1.2) there exist the spectral functions eO(x, y, t) 
and e(x, y, t) which are continuous (actually Cm) in L? x Sz. Adding (1.3) u;e 
have (4.1) and 
G,O(X, y) = 6 (t - X)-ldeO(x, y, t). (4.3) 
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Proof. For the proof of existence of the spectral functions we refer to 
Agmon-Kannai [2, pp. 5-61. Th ere the argument is for the case of elliptic 
operator, but that uses only the self-adjointness of P(x, D) and P(x”, D) and 
the range of Gn and G,‘J being contained in HE!@) which has been proved in 
Lemma 3.3. For the proof of (4.1) and (4.3) we refer to Bergendal[4, Lemma 
1.2.1 and 1.2.2](or [2,pp. 6-71). Th ere the lemmas are proved for an elliptic 
operator too, but it is used only that eO(x, y, t) - eO(x, y, s) and 
are the kernels of orthogonal projections if t > s and (1.3). Therefore they 
work as well in our case. 
Next we quote a Tauberian theorem of Ganelius and its consequence. 
We say that the positive continuous function L., defined on R, , is slowly 
oscillating if lim,,,,L(cu)/L(U) = 1 for any positive constant c. 
LEMMA 4.6. (Ganelius [6, Theorem 2, p. 2171) Let p’ and v be real numbers 
such that p’ > v > 0, and let Y be an increasing function such that Q de$ned 
by Q(x) = r(ea) satisfies Q(v) = qQ(x) for v = x + 1 with some constant q. 
Let (T be of locally bounded variation and u(O) = 0 and suppose that 
s 




O’ do(X) = 0(w”L(u~)/~(w)) w + 00. 
uJ<uJ’&J+dr(d w 
(4.5) 
Then we have 
U(W) = 0(w”L(w)/+J)) w 3 cc). (4.6) 
COROLLARY (Bergeudal [4, Corollary 1, p. 241). If the capital “0” in (4.4) 
and (4.5) are replaced by the small “0” then (4.6) is valid for the small “0”. 
LEMMA 4.7. Under the same assumptions as in Lemma 4.4 there exists a 
positive constant C such that 
C1eo(xO, x0, t) < e(x”, x0, t) < C@(xO, x0, t) for t large, (4.7) 
and 
4x, y, t> = 41) for x fy t-+$-CO. (4-g) 
Proof. Let be r(X) = Clog(--X), p’ = 1, v = 6, L(A) = (log(-A))’ 
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and u(t) = e”(xo, x0, t) - e(x”, x0, t) in the notations in Lemma 4.6. As 
e(~@, x0, t) is a monotone increasing function in t we have 
I u de(.rO ) x0, t) > 0. t 
Therefore with (1.8) of Theorem of Nilsson we have for t < ,u < t + t/C log t) 
ltu d(e”(xo, x0, t) - e(x”, azoo, t)) < 6 deO(x?, ~0, t) 
< C : P-l(log t)’ dt < C(tjlog t) tb-l(log t) 
s 
= Ctb(log ty-1, 
which confirms (4.5). From this and (4.1), (4.3) and (4.2) we obtain the con- 
clusion in use of Lemma 4.6. 
Proof of Theore?rr 1.4. We can obtain (1.10) from (1.7) and (4.7) directly. 
From Lemma 2.4 we have 1 Eo(x, y, h)j < C(--h)+ for any K 3 0 and from 
Lemma 3.4 1 Gh(x, y) - Eo(x, y, A)\ < C(-x)-K for any K 3 0 off the dia- 
gonal: x # y. Hence 1 GA(x, y)\ < C(--h)-K for any K 3 0 there. Therefore 
using (4.3) it holds that 




m de@, y, s)/(s + t) < 2(--h) [ GA(x, y)l < 2(-X)-x”l 
0 
for t = --h and x f y, which proves (1.9). 
Remark. VVhen (1.3) is not valid we choose an integer N > n/mr and 
consider the spectral function e,,(x, y, t) of (p(x, D))” and then we have 
eN(x, y, t) = e(x, y, P/l”). Moreover using the composition formula of symbols 
(see e.g., [12]) we see that 
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and ) 01~ + *.* $ ak j = k. We easily show that (l.l)-( 1.2) are valid for 
(P)“(r, f). Hence we shall also obtain the corresponding theorems on the 
spectral function in this case. 
Remark. The announcement of the result of this paper appeared in [20] 
in which I must delete Theorem 4 stated on the asymptotic distribution of 
eigenvalues of p. Because the constant C of (1.10) in Theorem 1.4 of the 
present paper is not uniform in a. I am very much indebted to the referee for 
bringing to my attention the error. 
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